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KREFELD: For almost 30 years they passed as quirky
eccentrics, diligently setting up their insect traps in the
Rhine countryside to collect tens of millions of bugs and
creepy crawlers. Now the group of German entomology
enthusiasts can boast a world-class scientific treasure:
evidence of what is described as one of Earth’s worst
extinction phases since the dinosaurs vanished.

Insects, which comprise two thirds of all terrestrial
species, have been dying off at alarming rates, with dis-
astrous impacts on food chains and habitats,
researchers say. The home of the Amateur Entomology
Society of Krefeld on the Dutch border is a former
school building where thick curtains block out the sun-
light. Inside in glass cabinets are stored thousands of
butterflies, their wings bleached by time, along with
exotic fist-sized beetles and dragonflies, brought back
from around the world by amateur collectors.

Treasure trove 
Traditionally “entomology was mainly about drying

and collecting rare specimens,” says the society’s presi-
dent Martin Sorg, wearing John Lennon-style glasses, a
multi-pocket jacket and sandals. He and an army of vol-
unteers have over the years gathered as many as 80
million insects that are now floating in countless ethanol
bottles.

Each bottle contains the amount caught by a single
insect trap over a set period, and each box represents a
collection of such catches over nearly three decades.
“Since 1982, the traps we manufacture ourselves have
been standardized and controlled, all of the same size
and the same material, and they are collected at the
same rate in 63 locations that are still identical,”
explains Sorg. The result is a treasure trove of quantita-
tive data that dwarfs that of any funded university proj-
ect, he says. But if he is visibly proud of the society’s
research, the outcome terrifies him: in the test period,
the total biomass of flying insects here has plummeted
by 76 percent.

Quaint Sunday hobby  
To demonstrate the rapid decline, a lab technician

holds up two bottles: one from 1994 contains 1,400
grams of trapped insects, the newest one just 300
grams.  “We only became aware of the seriousness of
this decline in 2011, and every year since then we have
seen it get worse,” says Sorg, the man who sounded the
alarm. At the time, the news didn’t make major waves
outside ecological circles. 

Concern about biodiversity loss focused mostly on
large charismatic mammal species, and environmental
monitoring such as that in Krefeld was considered a
quaint Sunday hobby, largely ignored by the scientific
community. Also in 2011, just across the Dutch border,
ecology professor Hans de Kroon was working on the
decline of birds in the region. He hypothesized that the
birds suffered from a shortage of food, especially
insects, but had no data to prove it. “Then our German
colleagues from Krefeld got in touch and said, ‘we have
the data, we’ve witnessed a strong decline, we are very
concerned, could you analyze the data?’.  “That’s how it
all started.”

‘Point of no return’ 
In the search for the cause, the landscape around

Krefeld provides some clues. In the distance, industrial
chimneys billow smoke. On one side of the road lies a
protected nature reserve. On the other, a sugar beet
field is being sprayed with pesticides by an agricultural
machine. “You see, protected reserves are not so pro-
tected,” says Sorg.

Across the border, Kroon says, “we must realize that
here in western Europe our nature is getting smaller, the
agriculture fields are very hostile to insects. There is no
food, they get poisoned.  “And nature areas are also
more and more isolated. Insects can’t move from one
place to another, it’s too far away.” Although the exact
cause for the die-off is not yet clear, he says, “the cause
is anthropogenic, there’s no doubt about it. “It is our

greatest fear that a point of no return will be reached,
which will lead to a permanent loss of diversity.”

The Krefeld research played a central role in a meta-
study published by Francisco Sanchez-Bayo and Kris
Wyckhuys from the Australian universities of Sydney and
Queensland. In February, they published the first synthe-
sis of 73 studies on entomological fauna around the world
over the past 40 years, listing places from Costa Rica to
southern France.  They calculated that over 40 percent of
insect species are threatened with extinction, and each

year about one percent is added to the list.
This is equivalent, they noted, to “the most massive

extinction episode” since the dinosaurs disappeared.
The main drivers appeared to be habitat loss and land
conversion to intensive agriculture and urbanization,
followed by pollution, mainly from pesticides and fertil-
izers, invasive species and climate change. “The conclu-
sion is clear,” they wrote. “Unless we change our ways
of producing food, insects as a whole will go down the
path of extinction in a few decades.” — AFP 

Insect apocalypse: German 
bug watchers sound alarm

Described as one of Earth’s worst extinction phases since the dinosaurs

KERFELD: Long-standing member of the volunteer-run Entomology Society, Heinz Schwan, edits a sample of
insects from an insect trap on May 9, 2019 at the group’s home. — AFP 

Warming to slash
equivalent of
80m jobs by
2030: UN
GENEVA: As climate change worsens, grow-
ing heat stress on workers in agriculture and
other sectors will cause a productivity loss
equal to 80 million full-time jobs over the
next decade, the UN warned yesterday. A
report from the International Labor
Organization estimated that in 2030, 2.2 per-
cent of total working hours worldwide will be
lost because of higher temperatures. 

The percentage is expected to be more
than double that in the hardest-hit regions,
western Africa and southern Asia, according
to the report “Working on a warmer planet:
The impact of heat stress on labor productiv-
ity”. This represents an economic losses
totaling 1.4 percent of global gross domestic
product, or $2.4 trillion (2.1 trillion euros),
ILO said. “This is roughly equivalent to the
size of the United Kingdom economy,”
Catherine Saget, a co-author of the report,
told reporters.

The UN labor body stressed that this is “a
conservative estimate”, since it is based on
assumptions that warming will be limited to 1.5
degrees Celsius by the end of the century.
Current estimates suggest that the planet could
see warming double that amount. ILO’s find-
ings also assume that work in agriculture and
construction — the two industries most affect-
ed by heat stress — can be carried out in the
shade, which is obviously not always the case.

‘Dramatic consequences’ 
“Even in the best-case scenario, heat

stress will lead to dramatic consequences for
employers and for workers, local economies
and even the global economy,” Saget said.
Heat stress refers to heat in excess of what
the body can tolerate without suffering
physiological impairment, and usually occurs
at temperatures over 35 degrees Celsius, in
high humidity. “Excess heat during work is
an occupational health risk,” ILO said, point-
ing out that it can restrict a worker’s physical
capabilities, capacity and thus productivity.

At very high temperatures, workers also
risk suffering heatstroke, which can be
deadly. Yesterday’s report came as Europe
continued to sizzle in a weeklong heatwave,
which has officially claimed eight lives,

including a 17-year-old harvest worker and
a 33-year-old roofer. ILO economist
Nicolas Maitre said that while southern Asia
and western Africa would suffer most from
growing heat stress, Europe should not
expect to be spared. P 

“We should expect to see more and
more heatwaves like the one we have seen
recently, more and more frequent, and
more and more intense,” he told reporters.
While workers in all sectors can see their
product iv i ty  drop when the mercury
climbs, agriculture is expected to be the
worst hit. Today, some 940 million people
work in agriculture, which is expected to
account for about 60 percent of global
working hours  lost  by 2030, the ILO
report found. —AFP 

KIEV: Policemen look at their smartphones as they rest in the shadow during the heat-
wave in the center of the Ukrainian capital. — AFP 

NEW DELHI: India’s health ministry
has asked all state governments in the
country not to partner with the
Foundation for a Smoke-Free World
(FSFW) because of its links to tobacco
giant Philip Morris International Inc, a
letter seen by Reuters showed.
Established in 2017, the FSFW focuses
on eliminating usage of cigarettes and
works towards smoking cessation using
new technologies and alternative prod-
ucts. It says it works independently, but
the World Health Organization (WHO)
has said there are “clear conflicts” due
to the $80 million in annual funding the
foundation receives from Philip Morris.

At least three Indian anti-tobacco
groups earlier this year wrote to the fed-
eral health ministry in New Delhi calling
for the rejection of any possible partner-
ships with FSFW, according to copies of
their representations seen by Reuters.
India’s federal health ministry has sent a
letter, dated June 24, to chief secretaries
of all states, saying they should not part-
ner with FSFW and also advised other
departments and institutions in their
region accordingly.

The ministry said Philip Morris was
funding FSFW as well as manufacturing
and promoting harm-reduction smoking
devices. Reuters has previously reported
Philip Morris has plans to launch its
iQOS smoking device in India which it
says is less harmful than conventional

cigarettes. “Any collaboration with the
Foundation for a Smoke Free World
should be avoided in the larger interest
of Public Health,” senior health ministry
official, Sanjeeva Kumar, wrote in the
letter, which was reviewed by Reuters.

The Foundation for a Smoke-Free
World, which is led by former WHO offi-
cial Dr Derek Yach, said it “operates
with complete independence from Philip
Morris” and was committed to full trans-
parency about who its funders were.
Philip Morris, which has a stated longer-
term vision to replace cigarette sales
with products such as its iQOS device, in
a statement said FSFW was “an inde-
pendent body governed by its own inde-
pendent Board of Directors”.

Tobacco in India
In recent years, the Indian government

has intensified its tobacco-control
efforts, raising cigarette taxes and order-
ing companies to print bigger health
warnings on cigarette packs. India has
106 million adult smokers, second only to
China, and more than 900,000 people
die each year in India due to tobacco-
related illnesses. A federal health ministry
official said on Sunday the letter on
FSFW had been sent as a preventive
measure to dissuade states from any col-
laboration with the foundation, and simi-
lar instructions were likely to be sent to
other federal ministries. — Reuters 

New Zealand
bans single-use 
plastic bags
WELLINGTON: New Zealand officially
banned single-use plastic shopping bags yes-
terday, introducing hefty fines for businesses
that continue to provide them. Plastic pollution
has become a growing global concern, with a
million birds and more than 100,000 marine
mammals injured or killed every year by
becoming entangled in packaging or ingesting
it through the food chain. Companies that
break New Zealand’s ban will face heavy
penalties, including fines of up to NZ$100,000
($67,000).

“New Zealanders are proud of our coun-
try’s clean, green reputation and want to help
ensure we live up to it,” environment minister
Eugenie Sage said. “Ending the use of single-
use plastic shopping bags helps do that.”
Under the new rules, thin plastic single-use
shopping bags can no longer be supplied-but
the law allows reusable carriers to continue
being provided.

The legislation-which was announced in
August last year and came into force on
Monday-will have little practical effect, as
New Zealand’s major supermarkets have
already voluntarily banned the bags. However,
Sage said it was putting the issue of recycling

on the agenda. “(The ban) doesn’t go far
enough, but what is really great is it’s started
the conversation,” she told Radio New
Zealand. “People are now talking about single-
use plastics and how we can phase them out.” 

Britain’s Royal Statistical Society estimates
90.5 percent of all plastic waste-some 6,300
million metric tons-has never been recycled
and is either in landfill or accumulating in the
natural environment. If current production and

waste management trends continue, the ocean
of plastic waste is estimated to almost double
to 12,000 million metric tons by 2050. More
than 80 countries have already introduced bag
bans similar to New Zealand’s, according to
the UN Environment Program. While it praised
such initiatives, it said more needed to be done
to minimize other sources of plastic waste
including micro-beads and single-use items
such as straws. —AFP 

Paris bans old
diesels to 
tackle pollution
PARIS: Paris yesterday banned all diesel
vehicles aged 13 years or over from the
city centre, the latest move in a campaign
to tackle pollution on the city’s streets.
Diesel vehicles over 18 years old and
petrol vehicles over 21 years old are
already banned in Paris — a measure that
was extended yesterday to a new “low-
emissions” belt surrounding the city.

Central Paris meanwhile went further
by also banning diesel cars, trucks and
motorbikes aged 13 years and over — a
move aimed at cleaning up the air in a
city that is regularly shrouded in smog.
Motorists who flout the traffic restric-
tions in central Paris, which were trialed
during last week’s heatwave, face a 68-
euro ($77) fine, rising to 135 euros for
trucks and buses. A Greenpeace report
listed Paris as the worst western
European capital for small particle air
pollution in 2018, with levels higher than
cities such as the Philippines capital
Manila or the Colombian capital Bogota.

Beyond the city’s boundaries, the
authorities are also clamping down on
polluters in the 47 districts that ring the
central Paris region, which are home to

around 5.5 million people. Unlike in cen-
tral Paris, however, offenders in the sub-
urbs, where car dependency is greater,
face no punishment for the first two
years of the ban. 

The government agreed to a two-
year punishment-free “learning period”
after resistance from some mayors who
feared that the ban could rekindle the
“yellow vest” protests, which erupted
late last year among motorists furious
over fuel price hikes. The protests quick-
ly escalated into an anti-government
revolt, marked by weekly demonstrations
in cities around France that have regu-
larly turned violent. Reflecting on the
lessons learnt, a senior official for the
greater Paris area, Patrick Ollier, told
reporters last week: “We don’t want to
force the environment on people, but
rather that it be accepted as the out-
come of dialogue.”

The subject of air quality has become
a burning issue for governments across
the EU, where green parties made strong
gains in May’s elections to the European
Parliament. In November, Madrid fol-
lowed a handful of other European cities
that have restricted traffic in their cen-
ters. But whereas London, Stockholm
and Milan have sought to dissuade
motorists by driving into the city centre
by hitting them with congestion taxes
Madrid went further, banning many vehi-
cles from accessing the centre altogether
and fining them if they did. — AFP 

BANDUNG: A scavenger collects plastic waste for recycling on the Citarum River choked
with garbage and industrial waste, in Bandung, West Java province. — AFP 
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